Dear Hiring Manager,
I, Nishtha Saxena, am a final year student pursuing a B.Tech degree at Indian Institute of Technology(IIT),
Delhi, India. With great willingness, I am applying for the position of Software Developer at your
esteemed organization. Therefore, not missing any chance, I have good knowledge of Data Structures,
JAVA, RESTful API, App/ Web Development with four internships viz. Autodesk, Youth4work, WedAbout,
GoNoise and want to dig deeper into Software Development.
I have a keen interest in new technologies and build low maintenance, efficient and brief code for best
performance and enhance my knowledge. I have built LZW Compression, Bin Packing Algorithm using
Hash, Linked Lists, Queues, and Shooting game, Paint using JAVA using Multi-Threading,
Exception Handling. The expertise which I gained while working in the above-mentioned projects and
internships perfectly align with the work requirements.
I am looking for opportunity which not only encourage me in Software but also supplement my existing
skills with daily evolving technologies. Being the best is not my agenda but development towards greater
heights is.
The appreciations which I received during my internships speak volumes of how motivated I am and
keen to put my best efforts in a productive environment. I am focused on a career that provides me ample
opportunities to use my analytical skills, prunes them to suit diverse areas and gives me opportunity for
growth. Besides my analytical acumen, I am a proactive, innovative and highly motivated individual who
strives to give her 100 percent. I am seeking a challenging but rewarding position and believe myself as a
suitable candidate for the position required by the company.
I have ample experience of working under deadline pressure and have never given up. I am a fighter in
challenging tasks. Working with professionals would provide me a great platform to access what I need to
do to sharpen my skills and step up the ladder in the IT sector. With my background and experience, I
believe I can efficiently contribute to the project I will be part of and eventually lead to the growth of the
company.
I sincerely express my gratitude for considering my request and eagerly waiting for a response.
Sincerely,
Nishtha Saxena

